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Air quality in buildings
Sore

throats,

headaches,

concentration

and fatigue

dizziness,

lack

of

are among the warning

telltale warning signs
It may not be possible to prevent exposure to biological
agents.

If that

is the

case,

then

the

employer

is

signs which should alert employers that poor indoor

required to take measures to minimise exposure. These

air

include:

quality

may

be adversely

affecting

their

employees' health.

Keeping the number of employees exposed as

low as possible;

This was a key point made by Caitriona O'Donovan,

the

Putting

and work

processes

biological

agents

into

general manager of Airmid's Health Friendly AirTM division,

measures compatible

when she spoke at a recent seminar organised by the IOSH

accidental

transfer

with

Ireland Branch Eastern District, on the topic of 'Indoor Air

use of the bio-hazard
testing
the

In her opening

remarks

O'Donovan

gave delegates

place

the

preventing

and other

-

outside

of

Hygiene

or reducing

the

agents; The

warning

the

- of a biological

controls

release

of work;

necessary and technically

presence

confinement

the

minimise

or release of biological

Exposure in Irish Buildings and the Law'.

where

in place engineering

that

signs; and
possible,

primary

for

physical

agent at work.

attending the seminar an insight into the potential scale of
the problem of poor air quality in buildings. The World

Health effects of exposure

Health Organisation, which ranks indoor air pollution fifth

While

on the list of causes of ill-health,

objective

is to prevent

question:

how does the employer

estimates that over a

quarter of all buildings have indoor air quality problems.

compliance

with

the law is fundamental,

the

exposure.

the

That prompts
become

aware of

exposure? Employers should have identified the potential
In Ireland, a limited survey carried out by the Airmid Health

hazards and carried out a risk assessment, but in doing so

Group, in response to concerns about occupational health,

may not have identified indoor air quality as a hazard.

found

that of ten office

inadequate

buildings

levels of ventilation.

surveyed, eight had
The consequence

was

increased ill-health and absenteeism amongst employees.

But as O'Donovan points out, referring to the WHO figures
and the Airmid survey, "ignorance is no defence against a
claim or a prosecution".

Having drawn

attention

to the potential

scale of the

problem, O'Donovan went on to list the legislation relating

litigation,

She adds that the threat

of

resulting from poor quality air, can result in "a

risk of major financial liability for employers".

to indoor air exposure. Having discussed the health effects,
she went on to outline the management steps necessary to

The

control exposure. She spoke of exposure to chemicals and

documented

biological

any other hazard in an office. She says that carrying out an

agents, which include bacteria, viruses, fungi

(yeasts and moulds) and parasites.

risk

should

out that

Regulations,

employers

assessments. Afterwards,

under

and

controlled

and

indoor air audit should play a key role in the protection of
employees'

She pointed

be managed

in the employer's safety statement, just like

the Chemicals

Agents

health and become an integral

part of an

organisation's health and safety policy.

have a duty to carry out risk
speaking to HSR, O'Donovan

If an organisation

is using chemicals, the employer will

said the chemical risk assessment will indicate whether an

think of considering

occupational

can check safety data sheets. But organisations

are likely

to quantify exposure levels and to ensure employees are

to be less conscious

such as

not exposed

bacteria, viruses, fungi and moulds. And many employers

hygiene monitoring
to an unsafe

programme is necessary

level of contaminants.

In

relation to chemical exposures, employers also need to be

are unaware

aware

radon area.

of the

requirements

of the

Asbestos

and

the health effects of chemicals and
of biological

that their workplace

agents,
might

be in a high

Carcinogens Regulations.
O'Donovan's advice to employers is to monitor the reasons
The Biological Agents Regulations

require employers to

for sickness absence - and even complaints by employees

complete a biological risk assessment, to assess any risk to

that they are feeling unwell. The symptoms that should

employees resulting from exposure to a biological agent.

alert employers

As with a chemical

indoor air quality include: Headaches, eye, nose and throat

risk assessment, the biological

risk

to consider

if there is a problem

assessment will determine what testing, hygiene measures,

irritations; Dizziness in concentrating

training,

incidence

health surveillance,

plans, vaccinations

notification

and individual

should be taken.
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and emergency

protection

measures

of infection;

asthma and respiratory

Increased
problems;

with

or fatigue; Increased
incidence

of cough,

and Complaints

of
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When the employer is alerted that there is a hazard, the next

air throughout

stage is to revisit the risk. At the seminar, O'Donovan, by

contaminants into the office air. Examples of contaminants

the building can then distribute biological

reference to case studies, illustrated how employers were

include paint, furniture

alerted to the fact that they had a problem

(see Table).

from photocopiers.

Focusing on three sectors - manufacturing,

healthcare,

and cleaning products and ozone

offices - she gave examples of the health effects of exposure.

She makes the point that legislation requires that sufficient

~I

Application

air must be provided in enclosed places of work (General
TABLE: Case studies

Regulations, 2007, Part 2, Chapter 1, Reg 6).

She says than many "blue chip companies in Ireland are
increasingly carrying out office air testing to ensure the air

Open plan office building
Problem: Headaches, nausea, fatigue

in their buildings does not threaten employees' health.

Action: The employer consulted Health Friendly Air,
who carried out a full indoor air audit. This disclosed
high levels of carbon dioxide, TVOC, and bacteria
caused by inadequate levels of ventilation. Levels of
ventilation increased.
Outcome: Symptoms disappeared. Problem resolved.

Controlling

exposure

When it comes to deciding on control measures to prevent
exposure, O'Donovan says there are three basic strategies
to follow.

Tall office building
Problem: Respiratory issues

Source control

Action: The employer consulted Health Friendly Air,
who carried out a full audit with HVAC assessment.
Mould was found The HVAC system was cleaned
and reinstated.

individual sources of pollution or to reduce their emissions.

Source control

Outcome: A test following this action confirmed the
problem had been resolved.

is the most effective

Example include

building

materials,

way to eliminate
furniture,

cleaning

products, office equipment, HVAC maintenance, control of
moisture and good cleaning techniques.

Ventilation
Historic building
Problem: Respiratory and allergic issues

Sufficient air should be provided (ASHRAE - 9.2 litres per
person per second). She notes advice from the HSE UK on

Action: The client consulted Health Friendly Air, who
carried out a full indoor air audit. which identified
high levels of airborne mould in some areas. Air
cleaners were introduced. A building survey was
commissioned to investigate the source of indoor
, mould and air cleaners were introduced until this
~ source could be identified and remediated.
~ Outcome: Repeat testing confirmed airborne mould
, count levels had been reduced.

how to deal with sick building syndrome, which mentions a
minimum flow rate for officers of eight litres per second
per person.

Filtration
Filtration is the last line of defence. Filtration systems can be
used to reduce the concentration of airborne contaminants,
such as biological and total suspended particulates.

Among the ill-health risks in the manufacturing

sector are

O'Donovan

told delegates

asthma and cancer. Asthma may result from exposure to

employers

should

respiratory sensors such as floor dust, soldering flux, foam

standards set by professional

insulation,

standard

plastic, paint, latex rubber, wood dusts and

TM26:2000

look

Ventilation Ductwork'.

In the healthcare

The Airmid laboratory

sector, gluteraldehyde

is linked with

After

O'Donovan's

the seminar that

Maintenance

presentation

delegates were shown around Airmid's

intentional

overwhelming

Biological

three types of diseases: infections

agents can cause
caused by viruses,

bacteria or parasites; allergies instigated

by

of Office

at the IOSH seminar,

the healthcare sector. There are two modes of exposure,
and incidental.

offered

bodies such as the CIBSE

'Hygienic

gules and resins. Chemicals may cause cancer.

asthma. Biological agents can be a particular problem in

attending

at the guidance

laboratory.

The

reaction was positive. That is an invitation

O'Donovan is now extending to others.

by exposure to

mould organic dusts; and poisoning or toxic effects.

To visit the Airmid Laboratory, email Caitriona O'Donovan

In offices, O'Donovan says, the primary source of indoor air

the seminar, but would like to hear O'Donovan's talk, will

at codonovan@healthfriendlyair.com.
contamination
within

can be bacterial and fungal colonisation

mechanical ventilation

systems. Once this occurs,

the same HVAC system that should distribute conditioned
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have an opportunity

Those who missed

to do so, as she has been invited by

other IOSH Ireland Branch Districts to deliver the talk at
seminars to be organised in the districts.
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